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Enhancing the Capabilities of Digital Bit Synchronizers

Kim Windingland
Loral Instrumentation

San Diego, CA

Abstract

Bit synchronizers have traditionally provided very little feedback to the user. This paper
describes features that give the user a window into the quality of the signal and verification
that the bit synchronizer is performing properly. In addition, this paper describes a feature
that automates some of the bit synchronizer’s functions to maximize its performance.

The features described are: (1) a Built-in Oscilloscope (BIO) to provide the user with a
visual representation of the input signal; (2) a Link Quality Analyzer (LQA) to provide the
user with a quantitative measure of the input signal’s quality (signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
measurement); (3) a Built-in Test (BIT) to provide confidence in the unit’s functional and
bit error performance; and (4) an Automatic Adaptive Control (AAC) to maximize
acquisition and bit error rate performance.

Introduction

The bit synchronizer plays a unique role in the PCM acquisition system (Figure 1) by
providing the translation between the analog receiving system and the digital domain of the
decommutation system. More so than any other system component, the bit synchronizer is
responsible for the bit error rate (BER) performance of the overall system. This BER
performance responsibility causes the bit synchronizer to be perceived as the critical
component. However, because of its dual nature (analog in, digital out) the bit
synchronizer is not understood as well as the all-digital components following
downstream.

The move toward digital bit synchronization will reduce the maintenance calibration
associated with analog bit synchronizers. Also, the digital nature of the unit assures that all
of the units operate in a consistent, predictable manner. Combining a digital bit
synchronizer with features that provide feedback to the user on the signal’s quality and
unit’s integrity serves to increase confidence in the acquisition system’s “critical
component.”



Four features were developed and implemented in an effort to increase the user-
friendliness of a digital bit synchronizer by providing information on the signal’s quality
and on the unit’s integrity, and by automating some of the bit synchronizer’s functionality.
These features are described below.

Built-in Oscilloscope (BIO)

The BIO presents a visual representation of the input signal. By providing a continuous
display of the digitized input signal, the BIO eliminates the need to hook up an external
oscilloscope. Four bit times are displayed for the NRZ codes; two bit times are displayed
for all the other codes. At higher bit rates where there are fewer digitized samples, a
software algorithm is used to interpolate between samples to maintain a constant time base
of four or two bit times for the display.

An “eye pattern” is formed on the BIO display by the superimposing of “ones” and
“zeros.” A solid eye pattern indicates that the bit synchronizer is locked onto the signal
(Figures 2 & 3). If the time base programmed in the bit synchronizer and the input bit rate
are not synchronized, the BIO display is unpredictable (Figure 4). A noise-contaminated
input stream naturally affects this display, thus providing a qualitative indication of the
input signal’s quality (Figure 5).

The BIO provides graphical feedback to the user, enabling a quick assessment of the input
signal. By using the BIO, the user can determine if a signal is present and if the bit sync is
locked onto the signal, and he can receive an estimation of the signal’s quality.

Link Quality Analyzer (LQA)

The LQA measures the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the input signal and estimates the
BER. This information provides a qualitative measure of the link quality.

The digitized values of the input signal are routed to a software algorithm that separates
the noise component and calculates the SNR. The signal is normalized since it is digitized
after the gain/offset control. This normalization simplifies the algorithm in that the power
of the signal component is constant, so only the power of the noise content need be
determined. Also, the normalizing and constant time base (refer to BIO section) provide
predictability of what a clean signal looks like. This predictability is used to “create” the
clean signal corresponding to the input signal. The created clean signal is subtracted from
the input signal, resulting in the noise content. The equation for the SNR is

SNR = 20 LOG (Signal Power / Noise Power)



or

SNR = 20 (LOG (Signal Power) - LOG (Noise Power))

Since the power of signal component is constant, the equation simplifies to

SNR = A - 20 LOG (Noise Power)

where A is a constant. After subtracting the signal component, the result is a representation
of the power of the noise component; it will be referred to hereafter as the variable
“noise.” Because of the internal characteristics of the bit synchronizer’s hardware, an
offset is added to the noise and it must be subtracted out. The equation is simplified further
to

SNR = A - B LOG (Noise - C)

where A, B, and C are constants and noise is the result of the extraction of the noise
component performed by the software algorithm. The constant C is the offset subtracted
from the noise result.

The constants in this equation were determined empirically using the setup illustrated in
Figure 6. The resulting equation was plotted and is shown in Figure 7. Notice that because
of the nature of the equation, the accuracy of the SNR is reduced at higher values for the
SNR because the curve approaches the asymptote at noise = C. As the curve approaches
the asymptote, a small change in noise results in a large change in the SNR.

The LQA provides a measure of the quality of the input signal that may be useful in
maximizing the quality of the link during integration, in comparing more than one signal
for the highest link quality, or for detecting any degradation of a link. The BIO described
above and LQA provide significant visibility into the actual input signal.

Built-in Test (BIT)

The BIT was developed to assure confidence in the bit synchronizer’s performance and to
reduce the need for additional test equipment. The BIT performs functional tests on the
following components: Frequency VCO, Frequency Divider, Built-in Oscilloscope (Eye
Pattern), Offset/Gain Control, Frequency Tracking Range, Loop Bandwidth, Input
Impedance, Input Polarity, Input IRIG Data Codes, and Detector Type. This test provides
a comprehensive verification of the bit synchronizer’s functional integrity.



Also, the BIT takes additional measures to assure performance with noise contaminated
signals. A BER performance check is included to make it unnecessary for the user to get
involved in the complicated process of BER testing. This test is performed with noise-
contaminated signals at different SNR levels and data rates to verify the performance of
the bit synchronizer.

The BIT provides the user with confidence of the unit’s integrity and is useful for quickly
identifying, or ruling out, whether the bit synchronizer is the source of an acquisition link
problem.

Automatic Adaptive Control (AAC)

The AAC adapts a digital bit synchronizer to minimize the acquisition time and minimize
the BER after locking onto the data stream. The loop bandwidth (LBW) and the gain/offset
control are exercised by the AAC as described below. The Auto-Adaptive Control (AAC)
incorporates a general strategy to minimize acquisition time and bit error rate (BER). The
strategy is as follows:

(1) In acquiring the signal for the first time, the LBW is opened to speed up the initial
signal acquisition. The LBW is then be reduced as described in (2).

(2) After the signal is acquired, the LBW is tightened to reduce the effects of noise to the
synchronization and bit decision process and, therefore, reduce the BER.

(3) If the signal is suddenly lost (in the order of 10 to 20 bits) or is lacking in transitions,
the strategy of the AAC is to assume that the loss is temporary and the that signal will not
have changed much when it returns. The frequency tracking, offset control, and gain
control will “freeze,” or free-wheel, until the signal returns or until the predefined timeout
period. This strategy enables the bit synchronizer to lock almost immediately onto the
signal upon its return.

The above AAC strategy provides many advantages in typical and unique applications.
Four application examples - aircraft flight tests, spacecraft launches, satellite tracking, and
burst data signals - describe the benefits of the AAC.

During aircraft flight test, a temporary loss of the signal that occurs as an aircraft turns or
flies through an obstacle results in a rapid change in signal strength. Also, atmospheric
conditions and/or range may cause signal degradation. Upon losing the signal, the AAC
stops any frequency tracking, offset adjustment, or gain adjustment from occurring until
the signal returns or until the predefined timeout. It is assumed that the signal will not have
changed upon returning. The advantage is that the bit synchronizer knows the



characteristics of the signal and can instantaneously lock onto the signal when it returns.
Also, the BER is minimized by a tight LBW.

In the example of a spacecraft launch, there is a gradual change in signal strength with the
increasing range. The gain control accommodates the slowly decaying signal. The tight
LBW of the AAC increases the range in which usable data can be obtained by reducing the
BER (i.e., the signal is held onto longer than without a tightened loop).

During satellite tracking, the signal is picked up over the horizon and it grows in strength.
The gain control accommodates the slow increase of signal strength. Initially, the wide
LBW minimizes the acquisition time and is tightened to minimize the BER.

In an application in which the data comes in bursts, there are “packets” of data between
which there are “gaps” (no transitions). As in the aircraft flight test example above, the
AAC stops any frequency tracking, offset adjustment, or gain adjustment from occurring
between the data bursts as long as the gaps are shorter than the predefined timeout. The
timeout can be quite long (in the order of a half-minute).

The general strategy of the AAC controls the LBW and gain/offset control to minimize
acquisition time and maximize the bit error rate performance. Also, for ease of use, the
AAC provides an auto select mode for the LBW and tracking range.

Conclusion

The goal was to develop and implement features to do the following:

(1) Provide visibility into the input signal.

(2) Provide confidence in the integrity of the bit synchronizer.

(3) Simplify the user interface to the bit synchronizer.

The graphical display of the BIO and the SNR measurement by the LQA provide valuable
information about the input signal that would otherwise have required additional equipment
to accomplish. The comprehensive testing by the BIT instills confidence in the integrity of
the bit synchronizer. And, in the many applications, the AAC simplifies the usage of the bit
synchronizer.



Loral Instrumentation has implemented the features described in this paper in its latest
digital bit synchronizer, the DBS 530 (Figure 8).
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Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram of a Basic PCM System,
Focusing on the Bit Synchronizer



 Figure 2. An eye pattern display of a signal that has 100% transition density
(e.g., a sine wave)

Figure 3. An example of an eye pattern display of a signal that does not have
100% transition density

Figure 4. An example of an eye pattern display where the bit synchronizer is not
synchronized to the data rate of the input signal



Figure 5. An example of an eye pattern display of a noise-contaminated signal

Figure 6. Bit Error Rate Testing Setup



Figure 7. The Graphical Representation of the LOA Equation



Figure 8. Functional Block Diagram of the DBS 530
The shaded region consists of functional blocks above a basic bit synchronizer


